
Benefits of Delta
Delta adds a new dimension to Mousetrapper’s wide range of 
centred, ergonomic mouse solutions. Its wide, unique carbon fibre 
Control Bar has a soft texture that enables you to work precisely  
and efficiently.
 The length has been adapted to make the Control Bar easily 
accessible when you use the keyboard. The 4000 dpi resolution 
makes scrolling, clicking and zooming easy, and gives you an 
outstandingly precise feel while working.
 The six programmable buttons offer you the freedom to create 
creative shortcuts to make your work easier. The functions of the 
buttons can easily be changed via MT Keys.
 Delta has a USB hub to charge and/or connecting multiple devices.

Delta is available in two colours and in two different sizes.

Delta Regular Grey
 » Width: 500 mm
 » Height: 27 mm
 » Depth: 120 mm
 » Weight: 830 g
 » Product code: MT151

Delta Regular Black
 » Width: 500 mm
 » Height: 27 mm
 » Depth: 120 mm
 » Weight: 830 g
 » Product code: MT153

Delta Extended Grey
 » Width: 500 mm
 » Height: 27 mm
 » Depth: 145 mm
 » Weight: 910 g
 » Product code: MT150

Delta Extended Black
 » Width: 500 mm
 » Height: 27 mm
 » Depth: 145 mm
 » Weight: 910 g
 » Product code: MT152

Delta

We are now launching Mousetrapper Delta, an exciting addition to our range of ergonomic mouse solutions. 
You control Delta with the help of Control Bar, our newly developed carbon fibre rollerbar, instead of our 
unique Control Pad. The Control Bar gives you a relaxed, centred position – and with six customizable 
buttons you can work even more efficiently. Delta is made in Sweden using recycled plastic.

Key features
 » Ergonomic design
 » 255 mm wide Control Bar with click and scroll function which 

can be moved 125 mm sideways
 » 6 programmable buttons that can easily be customized using 

MT Keys at www.mousetrapper.com/software
 » Soft wrist rest that can be disinfected
 » The wrist rest is easy to replace with its magnetic attachment
 » Made of recycled plastic
 » Adjustable friction/height pad for keyboard
 » 2 USB ports (3.3V) for charging and connecting multiple devices
 » 4000 dpi

Facts
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You control the cursor easily with Control Bar – Mousetrapper’s 
newly developed rollerbar. You scroll smoothly and click on the 
rollerbar with a light touch. We have spent a long time searching 
for the right surface for the inside of the rollerbar, which allows it 
to glide smoothly, pleasantly and virtually frictionlessly. Control 
Bar makes it easy to work both ergonomically and efficiently.

 » Adjust your chair so that your feet rest flat on the floor and 
keep your back straight while sitting

 » Keep your arms close to your body while working
 » Rest your arms on a forearm support or your desk
 » Vary your working position; use a sit-stand desk to alternate 

between sitting and standing
 » Place your screen at a distance that feels comfortable for both 

your eyes and neck
 » Avoid repetitive strain injuries (RSI) by reviewing your choice 

of mouse

Because Mousetrapper is positioned centrally in front of the keyboard it encourages an ergonomically 
healthy position that keeps your arms close to your body and your hands near the keyboard.
 This helps you avoid and in many cases relieve strain injuries that can arise from over-stretching your 
arm, as you do with a conventional mouse. You no longer have to reach beyond the keyboard while 
using the mouse. The wide, cushioned wrist supports also relieve strain on your neck, shoulders, arms 
and wrists.

Tips for better working position 
and ergonomics:

The unique Mousetrapper rollerbar


